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Then there are the people who will
question how a movie about alienated
children can be great and how a few
simple shots of a Hindu god can move
them to tears. Now of course any movie
that focuses on grown-up social issues is
going to be of interest to the public. Even
small, simple movies are of more interest
and en masse are more powerful than
massive spectacles or big movies. I
should know, I wrote How to Murder Your
Wife. But I still think thats basic logic.
Seriously, how does one prove that all
the bad Indian movies you and the other
movie buffs list were bad. They all came
out in the good old days of the 70s and
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80s. If we look at all the Indian movies
that have won awards at the Oscars,
there have only been 9 out of 52
released since 1997. And if we were to
compare the number of Indian films
released with those 9 films, the Indian
movie industry has been producing at
the lowest rate since 1947. So you cant
really blame the Indian movie industry
for what happened at the Oscars. The
film buffs in India will readily admit that
by their own admission very few Indian
movies do make it to international
competitions, and so the Oscar
nominations and awards are not proof of
anything. They are an indication of a
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certain movie being judged to be of
merit. And that merit rests on you and
me in the cinema owners. You are right
in terms of the lack of money being the
main problem - of course one can argue
that there are Indian's who prefer to
watch movies for cheap as compared to
their western counterparts. But then this
is already a split in every market. Every
market has people who are willing to
pay, and people who are willing to watch
movies at minimal cost.
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मैं आपको जानने के लिए है कि सेक्स सब
तरह के होते हैं। इस वीडियो देखने को
इच्छुक हूँ कि आप बता सकते हैं कि ‘मेल
आते हैं’। यह एक और ‘Vitriyaa pasanga’
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